DEADLINE
All submissions are due
by December 10, 2018.
Go to AllPeopleQuilt
.com/nomination
to apply.

HAVE YOUR QUILT SHOP FEATURED IN
®

QUESTIONS?

Please contact our editorial assistant, Lori Eggers,
at 515/284-2874 or apq@meredith.com, and she will direct your
question to the person who can best answer it.

For more than two decades, Quilt Sampler magazine has
featured North American quilt shops, their owners, and their
exclusive projects. We are always looking for fantastic quilt
shops to spotlight in future issues of this highly sought-after
newsstand publication.

”

ATTRACT NEW-TO-YOU CUSTOMERS!

Thanks again for the
wonderful treatment from
all of your staff. This has
already been an amazing
adventure and I have a
feeling it’s just begun.
The shop profile gives readers an
opportunity to shop your store through
the pages of the magazine.

—Sue Stone,
Needle in a Fabric Stash

We’ll work with selected shop owners
to feature a magazine-exclusive
project. Expand your customer base by
offering a kit of fabrics to accompany
your project.

TOP FIVE NOMINATION TIPS
1. Apply! Go to AllPeopleQuilt.com/nomination to submit
the online form. If you haven’t nominated your shop in the last
year, we might not know about you and your shop.

*

All submissions
are due by
December 10,
2018.

2. Show us your shop’s personality. Include a variety of photos: an exterior,
a few overall interior shots, and some examples of displays. (If your shop is
selected, we’ll send a team to take photos for the magazine.)
3. Tell us what makes your shop special. Many shops offer great customer
service, but why would a quilter drive 100 miles to visit your shop?
4. Have a friend or VIP customer that understands your business review your
nomination information before you submit.
5. Don’t be discouraged! Sometimes factors outside your control—such
as geographic diversity, variety in each shop’s offering, etc.—prevent your
shop’s inclusion. If you don’t get selected this year, apply again next year.

”

Thank you so
much for allowing
me to fulfill a
dream that I had
before I even
opened a shop.
—Kelly and Bill Kindt,
Pressing Matters Quilt Shop

APPLY ONLINE
Visit AllPeopleQuilt.com/
nomination and fill out your
application today.

